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Abstract — the problem of developing of virtual laboratory
works is considered in the paper. The peculiarity of proposed
approach is due to photography identity of user interface of
virtual instruments to the user interface of real devices. Another
key feature is in simplicity of extending the structure of virtual
laboratory works. In the present work we develop the computer
model of vector network analyzer Agilent (Keysight) PNA
E8363B and investigated UHF microstrip filter. Proposed
software package allows expand the virtual laboratory for
studying the UHF devices and instruments.
Keywords — computer modeling; virtual laboratory; remote
education; vector network analyzer

I.

INTRODUCTION

High level practical knowledge of specialists is in high
demand in modern education technology. It requires the
learning modern measuring equipment and devices which is
very expansive. That is why another way of education with
replacement high cost equipment by alternative laboratory is
important.
Nowadays virtual laboratory and practical works on their
bases becomes more popular in education [1-2]. Such
laboratory works may implement functionality of real
measuring devices, investigated devices and interaction
between them. Deep of identity to real devices must be enough
for education purposes, including investigation of physical
laws and properties of devices.
Literature overview [3-4] shown that there are a many
realized outstanding solutions. In [5] authors consider problems
of developing radiophysics laboratory works with realistic user
interface of measuring equipment. But most of them have
essential disadvantage: user interface of such virtual devices
has weak identity with real prototype or does not have it at all.
That is why the development of virtual laboratory works with
fully identical user interface to real devices is necessary.
In present work a development of computer model of
vector network analyzer and simple UHF microstrip bandpass
filters as well as setup of special laboratory practical works are
presented.
Research was funded by Fund of developing of small business companies
in scientific-technical area № 1066GC1/17752.
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II.

STRUCTURE OF LABORATORY WORK

In early works approach of development computer
simulator of measuring equipment with realistic user interface
as well as virtual laboratory works [6-8] are described. In these
articles it has shown that any device, which we want to
investigate, and measuring equipment can be described as
abstract “device” with certain properties (type of device, input
and output signals, transformation) and define behavior with
reference to other devices. The way, which value of input
signals is converted to output signals, depends on specific
realizations devices.
Any laboratory work comes with measurement units and
test devices combined in a single installation. Each
measurement unit could be described with the set of input
signals of receiver and output signals of source. Any input
signal of device may be connected with output signal of other
device in software configuration tool, so it allows docking
device in different ways. By this way a configuring of whole
laboratory work is performed. Such approach allows simply
expand the composition of the laboratory work by adding in it
another computer models of various devices and measurement
instruments.
Device's modules are dynamic libraries with common
public interface. At the last stage of developing of new
measuring unit the realistic picture of front panel of real device
is loaded as virtual user interface. Software package for UHF
device simulations and connection of UHF device modules, is
designed with high-level programming language C++ on
Microsoft Visual Studio IDE 2015 and Digia Qt 5.6.
III.

EXAMPLE OF COMPUTER MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

On the bases of suggested approach virtual computer
model of network analyzer vector network analyzer PNA
E8363B (Keysight Technologies) have been developed. Let’s
consider process of design briefly.
This device allows performing measurement of Sparameters of investigated device. Investigated device may be
presented as four terminal network connected to test ports of
vector analyzer. Vector network analyzer makes possible to
measure magnitude and phase of these parameters. That is
why the goal of the our problem is to design model of virtual
measuring device with function of acquiring value of S21
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from investigated device, processing acquired value and
2017this values on the screen of virtual device.
displaying
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Vector network analyzer PNA E8363B has very wide
measurement functionality, nevertheless during real operating
only few of these functions are often used in general practical
work. Moreover while practical usage of the device limited
number2017of these functions is enough to perform general
measurements and for basic education of operating with very
expensive equipment. Let s consider main features, which
encapsulated in our virtual measuring device.
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A user can control parameters of frequency scan: center
frequency – by keys “Start/Center”, frequency span – by keys
“Stop/Span”. On key press the corresponding dialog window
is appeared. In this windows user can setup required frequency
sweeping values (Fig. 1). At same time software controls if
new parameters are in the allowed frequency range or not.
This range is obtained during first data request from
investigated device. After that the request of regular data of
investigated devices is perfomed and a graph of frequency
response is appeared on the display af vector analayzer.
User can also choose which of S-parameters will be
displayed (key “Measure”) as well as theirs representation:
modulus or phase of S-parameter or Smith chart (key
“Format”). Moreover, for convenience user can adjust scale of
displayed data (key “Scale”), setup grid sized of the graph and
reference level, etc.
Computer model of the nework analyzer implements a
marker functions for mesurement automation. In particularly,
there is a possibility to set markers on the curve of frequency
response of investigated device and to perform various
measuring operation. During the curve drawing all data are
stored in the memory, so setting up the markers on the
investigated curve and searching of extremum values
(“Left/Right Peak”) are performed very quickly.
In computer model of network analyzer as in it real
prototype the keys F1 – F4 are available for user.
Functionality of these keys is depending on current operation
mode. Availability of these keys makes the usage of computer
model of network analyzer convenient and analogous to real
device.
The particular interest is the representation of S-parameters
on Smith chart. For receiving and displaying the data in this
mode it is needed to send two requests per each frequency:
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first for getting modulus value of S-parameter and second for
obtaining the phase. At the next stage it is needed to perform a
calculation of the obtained values and display them on screen
of vector analyzer. Data recalculation and display of data on
Smith chart are quite difficult. Firstly this is because we need
to visualize the Smith chart graph which consists of family of
circles of different radiuses with centers in the different point
of screen greed. Secondly we have to visualize the measured
parameters. These parameters require the calculation of
impedances and connect it to coordinates of Smith chart.
As a result we get a virtual model of network analyzer
E8363B PNA Network Analyzer (Keysight Technologies)
with user interface which is fully identical to real device.
Setting the controls and performing an experiment may be
done by clicking mouse button on virtual controls of panel of
device. This computer model may be used in virtual laboratory
and allows connection of virtual models of various developed
devices with proposed approach [9].
Let’s consider connecting method of investigated device to
virtual network analyzer. In our case while connecting
microstrip filter to network analyzer we have to generate and
process input and output signal on ports P1 and P2. The
method of transmission output values of input signals to
output signals depends on way of implementation of
investigated devices. In our case connection between
investigated four-port networks (microstrip filter) and vector
analyzer is made using next principles:
• Every time of updating data on display measuring device
generates request signal for values to be displayed (magnitude
of reflection coefficient | S21| at frequency fi);
• Values of requested frequencies are in specified by user
range of network analyzer. Step of frequency scanning is
minimal and depends on investigated device;
• Investigated device is considered as “black box”. The
device responses on input signal from measuring device and
then by processing internal method, returns actual value of
transmission coefficient to network analyzer.
In this way investigated device with sets of input and
output signals is connected to test ports of network analyzer
using the software configuration tool. The main role of
investigated device is to return necessary data to network
analyzer. The return result may be evaluated analytically or
obtained from data file containing precalculated data.
Let’s consider the process of creation of computer model
of investigated device in form of microstrip filter.

Fig. 1. User interface of virtual network vector analyzer
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Recently a various software packages for UHF devices
design automation are become more and more popular. Such
systems help to modeling various UHF devices as well as
perform an automatic synthesis. But it is must be pointed out
the success of synthesis problem, for example of waveguide
filter, is strongly dependent of initial approximation. That is
why the problem of initial approximation is very important.
Obtained initial configuration of model then may be used for
synthesis of waveguide filters with required characteristics in
UHF modeling software, for example CST Microvawe Studio.
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As the base topology of investigated microstrip filter we
chose a 2017
topology, presented on fig. 2.
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Given topology have been modeled in UHF modeling
software CST Microwave Studio. Optimization has been
performed in same software. As the result of this investigation
a UHF microstrip filter have been developed. Topology of
2017
proposed filter shown on fig. 3, frequency response – on fig. 4.
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It can be observed that obtained model of microstrip filter
has a bandpass region from 900 MHz to 1.7 GHz at half
transmitting power level (-3dB).
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Results of simulation of S-parameters, which were
obtained in certain frequency range (in the operating range of
model of network analyzer) have been converted and saved in
binary data file. This data file is integrated into library of
computer model of microstrip filter and can be connected to
model of network analyzer for studying. As a result of
performed calculation the software library of filter can return
requested parameters on request from vector analyzer and then
display it on screen of the instrument. Upon that the requested
data can be displayed as modulus, phase and as Smith chart
graph.
Proposed model of virtual network analyzer allows
performing a measurement of frequency characteristics of the
investigated filter, such as cut-off frequency, dawn turn slope,
ripples and so on. All measurements are carried out using
model of network analyzer PNA E8363B.
IV.

Fig. 2. Computer model of micriostrip filter

CONCLUSION

As a result of the current investigation, the software
package for constructing a virtual laboratory workshop was
designed. It could be used in the education process as an
interactive tutorial including computer models of vector
network analyzer and microstrip filter. The designed virtual
laboratory is based on independent component modules that
allow users to expand and edit the set of devices used for
simulations without interactions with the package core.
Components, included in presented laboratory work, are
identical to real devices for user.
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